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In this paper, we will consider two-sector macroeconomic IS-LM
model. This model is some description of real equilibrium (means goods
market equilibrium) and monetary equilibrium simultaneously. IS-LM
model has the biggest usage and sense, if we find some investment and
saving function and some function of demand for money corresponding
mostly to the economic reality. In this we mean that we tend to some
well-known economic theory about form of these functions. We tend
to Kaldor’s theory about investment and saving function with ”sigma-
shaped” graphs and we tend also to Keynesian theory about demand
for money. We assume that supply of money is some exogenous quan-
tity. The original IS-LM model is criticized for his conception of supply
of money as exogenous quantity. Today’s economists can not find con-
sensus in problem of endogenity or exogenity of money supply. This
concrete IS-LM model based on special function accepts the concep-
tion of supply of money of standard original IS-LM model. So supply
of money is treated as certain constant money mass determined by
central bank.

In the first section, we will suggest a IS-LM model with a general
functions and a condition list of these functions. In the second sec-
tion, we will define the special investment and saving function and the
function of demand for money which correspond mostly to economic
reality. And there are also few theorems of these special functions. In
the third section, we define a static and dynamic IS-LM model based
on these special functions and then we discuss the stability of this dy-
namic model. Some practice usage is demonstrated in the illustrative
example at the end of this thesis.

In other words, this paper aims at creating system of two differential
equations that with some simplification describe the economic reality
better than for example linearity conception, and then discussing their
stability.
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